
Campus – Community Engagement in Action
Students, staff, community organisations working  
and learning together to solve real social issues





Campus Engage –  
an introduction 

“Engagement with the 
wider community must 
become more firmly 
embedded in the mission 
of higher education 
institutions. Higher 
education institutions 
need to become more 
firmly embedded  
in the social and  
economic contexts of  
the communities they  
live in and serve” 
(National Strategy for Higher Education, 2011, 77).

Campus Engage is a national initiative which 
works with 17 higher education institutions 
to enable and embed civic and community 
engagement activity across campuses and 
communities in Ireland. 
Campus Engage promotes community-based research, community-based learning and 
volunteering. Hundreds of community-based organisations currently work with the 
staff and students of our higher education institutions in these fields. Through practical 
experience this enables students, across all disciplines, to obtain ‘work ready’ skills which 
will meet the needs of Irish community-services employers. It also shapes the teaching  
and learning experience around real community needs. In addition, Campus Engage 
promotes new knowledge exchange between academic, community service providers,  
policy makers, and the public.



Campus Engage – an introduction 
continued

Campus Engage in action:
●	 	Promotes innovative teaching, learning and other activities in the area of civic and 

community engagement

●	 	Supports the implementation of accredited experiential community-based learning, 
community-based research, and volunteering to build transferable, applied ‘work ready skills’

●	 	Undertakes research to build an evidence-base for the positive social impact of higher 
education civic and community engagement 

●	 	Develops resources and offers capacity building training to higher education staff and 
community partners

●	 	Facilitates the creation of opportunities for campus-community partnerships

●	 	Supports campus-community volunteering opportunities

●	 	Builds awareness and promotes debate to inform our national policy framework for 
civic and community engagement.



Civic and community engagement – the benefits
Community-based research, teaching and learning, and volunteering presents 
opportunities for students to test acquired knowledge and skills, and increase the depth of 
their academic experience. It allows scope for ‘real life’ problem solving, and critical thinking 
in a community work place. Accredited, experiential learning acquired through community-
based research, community-based learning and volunteering builds transferable, applied 
‘work ready skills’. 

On a personal level, community-based activities increase learners’ sense of personal 
achievement and wellbeing. Surveys and evidence-reviews have shown that volunteers 
report lower levels of depression, increased life satisfaction and enhanced well-being. 

In terms of civic responsibility, community engagement increases understanding of the 
facets of community-service, social justice, diversity, empathy and social responsibility. 
It encourages citizenship skills and greater involvement in community service after 
graduation.

What is civic 
and community 
engagement?

“A mutually beneficial 
knowledge-based 
collaboration between 
the higher education 
institution with the 
wider community, 
through community-
campus partnerships 
including the activities 
of community-based 
learning, community-
engaged research, 
volunteering, 
community/economic 
regeneration, capacity-
building and access/
widening participation” 
Campus Engage



Case Study:

Dublin Institute  
of Technology

Using research evidence to inform penal reform
DIT students’ community-based research informing Irish penal system policy and practice
Collaborating with the Irish Penal Reform Trust (IPRT), which campaigns for the rights of people within the 
prison system and for the progressive reform of Irish penal policy , DIT law students have been producing 
research reports that could affect Irish penal policy into the future.
DIT law students, with support from DIT’s Programme for Students Learning With Communities, receive 
credit as part of their Law in Society module for producing research reports on relevant policy areas 
identified by the IPRT, such as how often judges sentence children to custody. 
As the partnership developed, IPRT identified the need for more in-depth research, and so, together with 
Kate O’Hara, a former intern with IPRT, and DIT, successfully applied to the Irish Research Council for an 
employment-based PhD scholarship. 
Kate, jointly supervised by the IPRT and DIT Law Lecturer, Mary Rogan, is now researching the range and 
effectiveness of alternatives to short-term prison sentences, in particular community service orders, in 
Ireland and internationally, including the long-term impact on offenders. 
DIT law students develop their teamwork, project management, time management, research, and report-
writing skills, as well as developing their understanding of how evidence based research can influence and 
inform policy. These projects generate valuable research which assists IPRT in its work campaigning across 
key issues, disseminating the facts and dispelling the myths about prisons and prisoners, and stimulating 
and providing platforms for inclusive public debate on issues of penal policy. 

Prof Brian Norton, President of DIT presenting a certificate of participation to Sarah Lynch on behalf 
of her class for their dedicated commitment to legal research for the Irish Penal Reform Trust

www.dit.ie/media/ace/slwc/
projectpostersinnovationdublin/ 
Law%20Poster.pdf



Putting food surplus to use 
Trinity College students’ social innovation to benefit 40 Dublin city centre charities
FoodCloud, recent winner of the Green Entrepreneur Award, was founded by two students in Environmental 
Science, and Business and Economics from Trinity College Dublin, to encourage businesses who were 
throwing away food to give it to charities instead. 
With the aim of reducing food waste, reducing food poverty and bringing communities together through 
shared food, FoodCloud connects businesses that have surplus food to charities in need of food through an 
app and website.
Two current students of Trinity also sit on the board of FoodCloud, which has received mentorship from 
staff through the Trinity incubator initiative Launchbox, lectures and Enactus Ireland. So far, 40 Dublin city 
centre charities have benefited from donated food, which helps to reduce their food bill and enhance their 
services. St Andrews Resource Centre and Jobcare are just two examples of recipient charities that have 
used the donated food. There are 22 donating businesses that benefit from increased engagement with their 
community and reduced waste disposal costs, including Tesco, Supervalu, Starbucks and Fresh Supermarket. 
Over 10 tonnes of food, the equivalent of over 22,000 meals, have been redistributed since the project’s 
launch in October 2013. The co-founders, Iseult Ward, and Aoibheann O’Brien are CEO and COO of FoodCloud.

Case Study:

Trinity College 
Dublin

Co-Founders of FoodCloud Aoibheann O’Brien and Iseult Ward

www.foodcloud.ie AWARDED



SIAB around the world: Mozambique

Case Study:

Institute of Art, Design and 
Technology, Dun Laoghaire

IADT’s global classrooms – learning without limits
An innovative education tool that can transform rural classrooms in underdeveloped 
regions across the globe.
Institute of Art, Design and Technology, Dun Laoghaire’s School in a Box (SIAB) is a Film in Schools/IADT 
initiative that addresses the global problem of inequitable access to modern educational tools. It is an 
action research-based global digital engagement project. 
Access to Information and Communication Technologies in Education (ICTs) can advance the well-being 
of rural populations in India and Sub-Saharan Africa. In collaboration with local partners, IADT teachers 
and facilitators are trained in the use of SIAB technology and methodology, to find creative solutions to 
achieving challenging learning outcomes in local contexts. High quality, engaging and interactive content, 
specific to local needs, is created in a very short time using simple content creation apps. Educational 
technology is introduced to remote learning environments in the form of iPads connected to a projector 
and powered by solar battery and panels.
SIAB is used in health literacy, agriculture, adult literacy, and school environments, bridging access to 
high quality content, teaching and training. Partners include UNESCO, Aga Khan Foundation, Ministry for 
Education Mozambique, Karuna Shechen Nepal and Himalayan Children’s Society. 
IADT staff work with on-the-ground partners to monitor, evaluate and support the sustainability of 
the project, and measure impacts on educational participation and learning outcomes in different 
environments.

www.iadtschoolinabox.com/



Teresa Cronin (MSW-graduate), Madge Fogarty (Chairperson Post Natal Depression Ireland) 
and TD Kathleen Lynch (Minister of State for Disability & Mental Health)

UCC social work fighting postnatal depression
Student community-based research evidence supporting policy
Post Natal Depression Ireland and UCC have joined forces to ultimately improve the experiences of mothers 
suffering from Post Natal Depression (PND).
PND Ireland, a voluntary group run by a mother in Cork, and three social work students in UCC, recently 
collaborated on two successful community-based research projects in a bid to delve deeper into the 
experiences of mothers with PND.
The first project involved a second year Master of Social Work student researching the prevalence of PND 
in Ireland, providing the community group with new important statistics which they subsequently used 
when lobbying politicians and policy makers. 
A second project involved two fourth year Bachelor of Social Work students, who documented the health 
service experiences of mothers who suffered from PND. The findings from this project have also been 
widely disseminated – jointly by the students and PND Ireland. 
The feedback from these social work students of undertaking community-based research was positive. 
They were given an opportunity to undertake research which is of importance to a group of mothers in 
society. The research assisted them to link theory to practice, gain valuable skills and contribute to their 
community. 
CARL (Community/Academic Research Links) facilitates CBR-projects undertaken at UCC. Students have the 
option of choosing research topics from a CARL database, which covers a number of current community 
research needs, for their final year dissertation. The supervision and assessment of their reports follow their 
respective course academic directives.

Case Study:

University College 
Cork

carl.ucc.ie 



Case Study:

IT Blanchardstown

Planning forward for a better future
Students from IT Blanchardstown are engaging with the community to solve real social issues 
IT Blanchardstown has set its sights on improving the future social and economic development of its community. 
As part of its Civic Engagement mission, students from IT Blanchardstown have been working together to inform 
the development of a five to ten year social, community and economic plan for the Mulhuddart area. 
Working in research groups, the third year students in social and community development, prepared a series of 
presentations with recommendations for the Mulhuddart PRIORITY Task Group, which includes representatives from; 

●  BASE Enterprise Centre Blanchardstown Area 
Partnership

●  Blanchardstown Local Drugs Task Force (BLDTF) 
●  Fingal County Council Community Department 
●  Foróige
●  Health Services Executive
●  I-Smile International

●  Lifestart, Mulhuddart
●  Mulhuddart/Corduff Community  

Drugs & Alcohol Team
●  Mulhuddart Community Centre
●  NABCO Housing
●  Parnell Residents Representative 
●  Safer Blanchardstown.

Students access primary data through the Blanchardstown Area Partnership AIRO Mapping Tool website 
www.bap.ie/airo and the Central Statistics Office website www.cso.ie. 
Using AIRO, coupled with other relevant primary or secondary research, each group produced a 
presentation and made recommendations on the following areas: 
Economic Issues: unemployment, at work, and education. 
Social issues: deprivation, housing, and disability and health. 
Community issues: diversity, age, family structure, nationality and ethnicity.

www.itb.ie/AboutITB/civic.html



Kevin Kelly, of the 
Trinity College Dublin 
School of Engineering, 
and his PhD student 
Conor McGinn along 
with 10 undergraduate 
engineering students 
designed and built 
a robot from scratch 
in 4 months for Cork 
teenager Joanne 
O’Riordan, born with  
no arms or legs. 



Case Study:

Making maths accessible for all 
NUIM Mathematics Support Centre
The Mathematics Support Centre (MSC) is a free campus and community service providing informal, 
friendly additional support to secondary students and NUIM undergraduate students. The MSC has grown 
from strength to strength since it was established in 2007 and has had a positive impact on student 
retention and progression, as students report increased confidence in their mathematical ability and 
positive attitudes towards maths. 
The free service for secondary school students was initiated in 2009 and runs for two hours per week 
during term. This community initiative is a drop-in approach, where students of all years and levels can 
come and work on their material; and when they run into trouble they can ask one of the tutors for help. 
Most of the tutors are volunteer science and maths education students, and this community service helps 
future teachers (trained at NUIM) to develop their teaching skills and expand their knowledge in the field.
NUIM MSC has welcomed over 2800 visitors from over 20 different schools in the community and students 
love the friendly atmosphere.
Student comment: ‘Before I came, I didn’t think I’d do well, now I think I have the ability for higher level, I now 
understand the topic and can keep up’. 

NUI Maynooth

supportcentre.maths.nuim.ie



Healthy partnerships 
IT Tralee health promotion students use their practice and needs analysis skills to benefit 
local businesses.
In an ever-increasing complex and busy society, health promotion in the workplace can be an invaluable asset 
to any company. 
Astellas Ireland in Co Kerry, employers of 280 staff, continuously strives to create an optimum work-life balance 
for its staff, with a particular interest in improving employee health. 
In 2013, a group of third-year Health and Leisure students from the Institute of Technology Tralee teamed up 
with Astellas to complete their health promotion project, as part of their mandatory accredited module Lifestyle 
Programming, Planning and Intervention. A needs assessment identified areas for promotion such as diet, 
physical fitness, alcohol and mental health. 
The students organised an on-site health fair, which included testing for health indicators such as blood pressure, 
lung function, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness. A group of 100 Astellas staff visited the health fair and 
received important advice about lifestyle and health, while some staff also received a complimentary massage.
The needs analysis and final report formed 50 per cent of the assessment for this module. This particularly 
successful partnership between Astellas and IT Tralee emphasised the very important reciprocal benefits 
obtainable from community-based learning. The relationship between Astellas and IT Tralee has expanded to 
include additional opportunities for community-based research as a result of this initiative.

Case Study:

IT Tralee

Staff and students from Astellas Ireland and IT Tralee

eimear.foley@staff.ittralee.ie



Case Study:

Making Hospital ‘Bearable’ for Kids
UL medical students broaden their skills through community practice 
This annual Teddy Bear Hospital encourages children to learn healthy habits in a fun and interactive way. 
Organised by UL Graduate Entry Medical School (GEMS) students, The Teddy Bear Hospital aims to provide 
children with an opportunity to learn about medical tests and equipment in a safe, non-threatening and 
fun environment, using Teddy as the patient. This event also enables students to develop and display their 
organisational and communication skills, in addition to forging links with the local community, and hopefully 
planting the seeds for a healthier generation.
Over 400 primary school students (aged four to seven) from five local schools brought their teddy bears 
along to this year’s event, where they also learned about healthy habits, like the importance of eating well 
and regular exercise. 
Participation in this student-led event was optional, with 100 first and second year medical students taking 
the opportunity to interact with healthy children, while explaining about medical tests, a healthy lifestyle 
and preventive medicine. 
Tutors from the Graduate Entry Medical School volunteered to supervise the event, while a play therapist 
from University Hospital Limerick was also in attendance to offer her expertise.

University of  
Limerick

www.ul.ie/news-centre/news/medical-
treatment-for-sick-teddy-bears-at-ul-gems/ 

AWARDED



Sinead Murray running an LGBT Awareness Training Session

Breaking Barriers 
Through Community engagement students are helping to evolve culture and attitudes 
towards sexuality.
By offering peer support to its local youth service, Letterkenny IT students are inspiring a younger 
generation to be true to themselves and their sexuality.
As part of its community engagement strategy, the LYIT LGBT Society (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender) offers mentoring to the Donegal Youth Service (DYS) BreakOut Project. This project offers LGBT 
students a safe and non-judgmental environment where they can come and be themselves each week. 
The LYIT LGBT students who have volunteered on behalf of the Donegal Youth Service have benefited 
greatly from their volunteer experience, gaining confidence from their mentoring roles, while inspiring 
second level students to be true to themselves in their own rural communities. 
There is a belief that there is more social acceptance of LGBT communities in larger cities than rural 
communities. The connection by the LYIT LGBT Society with the DYS BreakOut Project has helped 
significantly in breaking down social barriers faced by many LGBT students coming from a rural background.
Some of the LYIT students are also members of the ‘BreakOut’ Steering Committee, which lobbies for the 
rights of LGBT young people, so that positive social change occurs. This community engagement initiative, 
with a local community organisation such as DYS, is testament to the evolving culture at LYIT and the 
extended Donegal community.

Case Study:

Letterkenny IT

www2.donegalyouthservice.ie/
dys-projects/breakout/ AWARDED



Case Study:

NUI Galway

Accentuate the positives
Time to talk – NUI Galway students promoting positive mental health
Mental health awareness is gaining in momentum in Ireland in recent years thanks to community service 
organisations such as Positive Mental Health. 
NUI Galway has been playing its part in attempting to de-stigmatise such issues with its collaboration 
with Positive Mental Health (PMH), Galway. PMH Galway provides a successful mental health promotion 
initiative in local schools through training and education. The programme aims to provide a safe 
framework where participants learn to express themselves, in addition to learning coping skills, and 
strategies to enable them to meet the challenges of life. It also encourages them to verbalise their feelings, 
thoughts, fears and anxieties. 
This year, 22 NUI Galway ALIVE students volunteered with PMH, facilitating discussions with transition 
year students about mental and emotional issues facing young people. With all volunteers fully trained in 
dealing with such issues with young people, it has provided an excellent opportunity to gain experience 
working with young people and to learn about mental health issues, in addition to gaining listening, 
presenting, time management and group work skills. 
The programme opens up discussion and awareness on traditionally taboo subjects that are not readily 
discussed in everyday life among teens. Enabling this discourse and awareness should, in the long term, 
benefit the family unit and local community, making both environments aware of the vulnerabilities of all, 
while providing information on resources and supports available. 

cki.nuigalway.ie/organisation/view/148

AWARDED



UCC students, staff and community 
partner celebrate 20th Anniversary 
of Post Natal Depression Ireland



Case Study:

Providing easy access to volunteering opportunities
IT Tallaght student develops a Smartphone I-VOL App for Volunteer Ireland
The I-VOL mobile application was developed by Simon Brown, a part-time student in the Institute of 
Technology Tallaght as part of his third year project in BSc. IT Management. The project aim was to 
enable Volunteer Ireland to engage people through the use of mobile apps. I-VOL makes the process of 
finding a suitable volunteering opportunity in your locality easier than ever and for the first time, allows 
organisations in counties with no local Volunteer Centre to highlight volunteering roles. 
I-VOL smartphone app was officially released in 2013. The app is available on the Apple App Store and 
Google Play and offers mobile access to over 5,000 available volunteering opportunities across Ireland. 
Since 2014 IT Tallaght also offers a Level 6, 10 credit Special Purpose Award to full-time students and staff at 
the Institute of Technology Tallaght during the academic year 2014/2015.
This Programme aims to provide full-time students and staff at ITT Dublin with the opportunity to gain 
accreditation for their volunteering activities where those activities do not form part of their major award. 
The Award encourages active citizenship ‘community based learning’, and engagement with the local 
community, and raises the profile of voluntary work in the Institute and in the local community.

IT Tallaght

play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=ie.volunteer.mobileapp

Screen shots from the I-VOL Mobile Application



Bridging the town-gown divide
DCU in the Community, connecting local organisations with student volunteers
DCU in the Community acts as a bridge between the university and its local community, developing enriching 
relationships through education, research, volunteering and other community engagement activities. 
The educational outreach centre, based in the heart of Ballymun and serving the whole of North Dublin, 
offers a range of services and support, such as information and advice on further education options for 
adult learners, educational courses and research support. It also connects organisations’ volunteering 
requests to available DCU students and staff, in addition to encouraging university-community engagement 
partnerships. 
With three full-time staff members, the centre caters for up to 200 community learners annually, many 
of whom progress to third level education. This has a positive ripple effect in their communities – local 
community organisations and charities benefit from the time, expertise and skills that DCU student 
volunteers contribute, as well as from the access to university research resources. 
DCU in the Community is funded through a unique partnership between DCU and Dublin City Council and 
also offers a ‘network space’ for community and university stakeholders. These networks greatly enhance 
the outreach capacity of the university, while engaging other similar networks for social regeneration, 
regional development and educational enhancement in disadvantaged areas. A recent independent research 
employing the socially modified economic valuation methodology, valued DCU in the Community activities in 
the year 2012 at €400k – a figure that significantly exceeds the partners’ investment.

Case Study:

Dublin City 
University

www.dcu.ie/community  
www.facebook.com/dcuinthecommunity 



Case Study:

Hitting the right note through community-based learning 
DKIT Students and Faculty engaging the community through the arts
Staging musical performances in the community and facilitating practical community workshops 
enhances the cultural life of the local community, while offering the students of Dundalk IT a wealth of 
new applied skills, experience and insight.
All music students at DkIT take part in free public performances in a variety of settings on a regular basis. 
Some students also engage in voluntary performances for various community groups through the Schools 
Outreach Programme.
In addition to enriching the local community and contributing to the cultural economy of the region, they 
also gain practical work ready skills from the experience. Through their volunteering, students learn to 
collate practical workshops, formulate and apply effective responses to working with music in a variety 
of community settings, act effectively in peer relationships and work as a team member and assemble 
creative work with a cross-arts methodology.
Music students also study a number of modules that explore opportunities in community music and 
through which they develop skills in workshop facilitation. Students are then assessed on the design and 
implementation of music-based workshops, which involve interaction with the wider community.
DKIT community partners include Ó Fiach College, Ardee Concert Band, Simon Community, Netwell Centre, 
Men in Sheds Project, Music Generation Louth, Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann and the South Ulster Youth 
Orchestra. Partners benefit from arts-based engagement with student community music practitioners and 
access to and use of Institute facilities. 

Dundalk IT

www.dkit.ie/music

DkIT lecturer Dr Daithí Kearney and DkIT music students at a music and dance workshop at 
the Oriel Centre, Dundalk. (Photograph by kind permission of Comhaltas Ceoiltóirí Éireann)



Developing communities – developing students
UCD Volunteers Overseas: teaching skills that can’t be taught in classrooms
UCD Volunteers Overseas (UCDVO ) has been doing its part for positive global change, with a total of 1,025 
students working in five developing countries since 2003.
Placing volunteers in engagements in its five partner countries – India, Haiti, Nicaragua, Tanzania and Uganda – 
UCDVO has been busy building health centres, schools, agricultural facilities and computer labs. It also provides 
training for teachers and youth workers, in addition to educational programmes for women’s groups and 
vulnerable children. 
One of the leading international volunteering and development education programmes within the Higher 
Education sector in Ireland, UCDVO aims to enhance each volunteer’s awareness of key international 
development issues. It also encourages volunteers to realise the potential they have to bring about positive 
global change. 
Through volunteering, students become active global citizens, ensuring their time at university has been a truly 
international experience, while also benefitting some of the world’s most marginalised communities. 
“The preparations you put into a UCDVO project demonstrate the independent resourcefulness and initiative that 
employers look for. In addition, working in close contact with a group of people on a project shows prospective 
employers that you have the teamwork skills to cope in the workplace. My experience with UCDVO in Haiti definitely 
played a huge part in my securing a job after college,” says Frankie Coughlan, a UCD Maths Science 2013 graduate.

Case Study:

University College 
Dublin

www.ucdvo.org 
www.facebook.com/ucdvo 

UCDVO Volunteers

AWARDED



Case Study:

You Don’t Get That in a Chemist
Using film and community-based learning to reflect friendship and solidarity in  
times of illness and unemployment
An extraordinary film documenting the friendships and solidarity of a senior citizens’ community choir 
was produced in 2013 by a student of IT Carlow’s Wexford Campus. 
Fourth year student Teresa O’Leary’s documentary, You Don’t Get That in a Chemist, reflects the friendship 
and solidarity in the group when faced with the challenges of illness and unemployment. It also focuses 
on the role of the volunteer choir conductor who has really shaped and developed the singing strengths of 
the group. 
The Southend Singers choir initially allowed Teresa to film their performances and rehearsals in a local 
primary school and later, as the documentary began to build, gave interviews on camera in their homes. 
This choir was started by a group of men who were part of a community breakfast club, but has since 
grown into something very unique. It has gone on to provide an outreach and social support in a small 
community, while celebrating intergenerational creativity and vitality. 
The premiere of the film in the Wexford Arts Centre saw a packed house rise to their feet to cheer the 
triumphs of the choir. IT Carlow student Teresa O’Leary, the art course and the choir have gone on to 
collaborate on more projects. 

IT Carlow

vimeo.com/79406078 
www.southendfrc.ie/southend-singers.html

AWARDED

Still taken from the documentary You Don’t Get That in a Chemist
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Kate Morris
Campus Engage National Coordinator

Irish Universities Association 
48 Merrion Square 
Dublin 2

info@campusengage.ie
www.campusengage.ie




